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Academic research on product lifetimes

• First PLATE conference held at 

Nottingham Trent University, 2015

– 110 delegates, 16 countries, 66 papers

• Second in Delft, 2017

– 154 delegates, 24 countries, 88 papers

• Third in Berlin, 2019

– 18th-20th September, call for contributions 
closes 14th January 
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• Network on 

Product Lifespans

• Multidisciplinary

• 17 chapters /    

14 authors

• Published 2010

• Eternally Yours

• Design-inspired 

conferences

• Held in 1997 

and 2003



Consumer concerns

• Why do consumers tolerate the throwaway culture? 

• Are consumers’ expectations of product lifetimes too low?

• To what extent are consumers satisfied with product life-times?

• How much blame should be attributed to consumers?

• Are consumers adequately informed about product lifetimes?
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Product longevity as a means to achieve 
sustainable consumption
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Source: Cooper, T. (2005), Slower Consumption: Reflections on product life cycles and the throwaway society, 
Journal of Industrial Ecology, 9 (1-2). 

Economic/Treasury departments have a vital role to play!



Consumer influences upon product lifetimes
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e.g. norms, financial situation 

Product characteristics 

e.g. appearance, origin 

Factors affecting consumption 

Consumption process 

Choices / Actions 

during phases of 

Acquisition 

Use 

Disposal 

Outcome 

Product's 

potential 

life-span 

Source: Evans, S. and Cooper, T., in T. Cooper (ed.) (2010), Longer Lasting Products, Abingdon: Routledge.

Consumer inconsistency between products and lifetime phases



Acquisition

• Is longevity a priority for consumers?

• Are consumers satisfied with product 

lifetimes?

• What are consumers’ expectations? 

Survey of 2,207 UK consumers, 2017, based on 18 product 

categories (representative of all types of consumer durables)
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In general, how important are the following when 
you are buying (product type)?

In general, how satisfied or dissatisfied have you 
been with how long your (product type) has lasted?



Purchasing priorities
Appearance Brand Guarantee Longevity Price Reliability

Bicycles Very Moderately Very Very Very Extremely

Cars Very Very Very Extremely Extremely Extremely

Clothing Extremely Moderately Moderately Very Very

Electronic goods Moderately Very Very Extremely Very Extremely

Floor coverings Extremely Moderately Very Extremely Very

Footwear Very Moderately Moderately Very Very

Furniture Extremely Moderately Very Extremely Very

Household textiles Extremely Moderately Moderately Very Very

Jewellery, clocks 
and watches

Extremely Moderately Very Very Very Extremely

Kitchenware Extremely Moderately Moderately Very Very

Large kitchen 
appliances

Very Moderately Very Extremely Very Extremely

Musical 
instruments

Very Moderately Very Very Very

Power tools for the 
home and garden

Moderately Moderately Very Extremely Very Extremely

Small household 
appliances

Moderately Moderately Very Very Very Extremely

Small tools and 
fittings

Moderately Moderately Moderately Very Very

Space heating and 
cooling products

Moderately Moderately Very Extremely Very Extremely

Sports equipment Very Moderately Moderately Very Very

Toys and games Moderately Moderately Moderately Very Very
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Source: A. Gnanapragasam et al. (2017), Consumer perspectives on product lifetimes: A national survey of lifetime satisfaction and 
purchasing factors, PLATE (Product Lifetimes and the Environment) conference, Delft.



Satisfaction with lifetimes
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0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Bicycles (809)

Cars (821)

Clothing (1066)

Electronic goods (1010)

Floor coverings (1023)

Footwear (1069)

Furniture (1149)

Household textiles (1119)

Jewellery, clocks and watches (1137)

Kitchenware (1166)

Large kitchen appliances (1105)

Musical instruments (635)

Power tools for the home and garden (793)

Small household appliances (1194)

Small tools and fittings (957)

Space heating and cooling products (1212)

Sports equipment (936)

Toys and games (813)

Very dissatisfied Dissatisfied Neither satisfied or dissatisfied Satisfied Very satisfied

Source: A. Gnanapragasam et al. (2017), Consumer perspectives on product lifetimes: A national survey of lifetime satisfaction and 
purchasing factors, PLATE (Product Lifetimes and the Environment) conference, Delft.



Consumers - surprisingly satisfied?

“Consumers appear generally satisfied with the lifetimes of their 
products.”

• Satisfaction rate typically 75%-85%, depending on product category

• 10%-20% neither satisfied or dissatisfied, suggesting some discontent 

• Dissatisfaction strongest for footwear and small household appliances 
(barely 5%)
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Survey of 2,207 UK consumers based on 18 product categories (representative of all types of consumer durables)

Source: A. Gnanapragasam et al. (2017), Consumer perspectives on product lifetimes: A national survey of lifetime satisfaction and 
purchasing factors, PLATE (Product Lifetimes and the Environment) conference, Delft.



Expectations appear to be falling …

“Consumer expectations are 

declining for many products.”

“Mainly two factors are at play: 

past experiences and the 

widespread belief that built-in 

obsolescence is ubiquitous.”
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Sources: A. Gnanapragasam et al. (2017), Consumer expectations of product lifetimes around the world, PLATE (Product Lifetimes and the 
Environment) conference, Delft. H. Wieser et al. (2015), The consumers’ desired and expected product lifetimes, PLATE (Product Lifetimes 
and the Environment) conference, Nottingham.

• Negative experiences weigh much more than positive experiences
• Negative experiences with one product affect expectations of other products



…but what are ‘expectations’?

• Predicted (anticipation)

– How long does the owner anticipate 
that the product will last?

• Intended (deliberation)

– How long does the owner plan to 
use the product?

• Ideal (preference)

– How long does the owner want the 
product to last?
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Source: M. Oguchi et al. (2016), Consumer expectations for product lifetimes of consumer durables, 
Electronics Goes Green conference, Berlin.

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

(A)

(B)

(C)

less than 1 year 1 year 2 years
3 years 4 years 5 years
6 years 7 years 8 years
9 years 10 years (or more)

Expected remaining life of vacuum cleaners 
A=intended, B=predicted, C=ideal

Predicted < Intended < Ideal 

i.e. ideal lifetimes are longer than intended lifetimes, 
which in turn are longer than predicted lifetimes



Expectations and ownership
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• Consumers expect products to “last 

or flawless function” longer than 

they expect to keep them

– Former is typically double the latter 

• Cars - 15 years, cf. 7 years

• Mobile phones - 5 years, cf. 2.7 years

– Explained by disposal while functional?

Survey of 1,009 Austrian residents, 21 product types. Semi-structured interviewees with 25 Austrian residents.

Source: H. Wieser et al. (2015), The consumers’ desired and expected product lifetimes, PLATE (Product Lifetimes and the Environment) 
conference, Nottingham. 



Consumers and product life information

• Shoppers lack adequate information to judge the 

design life of products

• Uncertainty on the price / quality relationship 

hinders the growth of premium markets

• Whatever the past trend, current product lifetimes 

do not meet the requirements of a circular economy

• Need to develop business models / ‘macro’ policy 

options alongside consumer-oriented measures
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Sources: Cooper et al., 2010; Cooper, 2017; SIRCOME et al., 2016; Mahajan et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2013, cf. Oguchi and Daigo, 2015; 
Montalvo et al., 2016.



Will consumers maintain longer lasting products?

• Use products carefully

– Nearly one half “do not care if the vacuum shows visible signs 
of wear”

• Undertake regular maintenance

– Barely one half regularly “ensure the brush head is free of 
hair or dirt” and two thirds believe that vacuums “do not 
need servicing” or that “servicing is unrealistic”

• Repair faulty products

– Nearly one third “do not worry about an unusual noise or 
smell” and one in seven “do not consider that vacuums are 
worth repairing”
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Survey of 507 UK consumers, 2015

Source: Cooper, T., Fisher, T., Harmer, L., Salvia, G. and Barr, C. (2016) Dirt, Damage, Servicing and Repair: 
Understanding motivations for product disposal. Report for Defra. 

It would be pointless to require products to last longer if they 
are not maintained (and discarded prematurely) by consumers



CONTACT

Professor Tim Cooper

Nottingham Trent University

E-mail - t.h.cooper@ntu.ac.uk
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3rd Product Lifetimes And The Environment (PLATE) conference, Berlin, 
18th-20th September 2019

https://www.plateconference.org/


